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A Case for Ralph Nader
By Kate Kelly, Staff Writer

With less than a month before the election, Republicans ·
and Democrats are driving it home: This is the election of the century.
And they're right: There is a lot at stake this year. This could be the year we change
the lives of 47 million Americans by providing them with decent health care and millions .
more with a living wage. It co.uld be the year that we listen to 68 percent of Americans
and 84 percent of Iraqis and withdraw occupying- forces. It could be the year that we cut
the near-trillion dollar defense budget, repeal NAFTA, revoke the Patriot Act and the
illegal wiretappirig FISA bill, ·build a green energy infrastructure, discipline. runaway
corporations, and reign in the manic speculation driving the current food and housing crises.
ThatisRalphNader'splan,anyway-toofferAmericanswhatthepollsshowtheywant.
So, while McCain sings about bombing Iran and Obama uses rhetoric
about "smart" and "dumb" wars to stay in dumb wars and start new "smart" ones,
Nader stands for strongly negotiated peace in Palestine, Iraq, and Afghanistan.
While Obama dismisses his earlier commitments to fair trade as "overheated,"
Nader would replace NAFTA with uniform environmental . and.· labor standards.
And while McCain chants "Drill, baby, drill" and .Obama prepares to replace
Big Oil with Big Com or Big. Nukes, Nader calls for a renewable infrastructure.
But the Democrats tell us that we cannot vote for Nader because there is too
much at stake this year. After eight years· of Bush, the argoment goes, we cannot afford
another Republican. Wemustrallybehindthechangeparty.Andforthemostpart, students
are buying it.. Emphatically anybody-but-Bush and unfamiliar with the Democrats'
duplicity, these students mistakenly believe that ousting the current administration
will exorcise the demons of war, jingoism, and economic iillperialism it represents.
History, unfortunately, tells a different story. In 1992, Clinton ran ari
uncannily Obamaesque campaign, branding himself as a change candidate and
peddling a vague but comforting populism. Convinced, progressives rallied behind
him. Clinton wop., but progressives lost. Wage disparities between CEOs and workers
ballooned from 113 - 1 in 1991 to 449 - 1 in ten years. Clinton pushed NAFTA,
costing 525,000 U.S. jobs and devastating Mexican farmers. And, as a flourish
on the way out, Clinton repealed the Glass-Steagall Act, allowing the mergers of
banks apd investment companies that are at the heart of our current financial _crisis.
In short, progressives got eight years of soft imperialism and a corporate dream
economy that Clinton admitted "helped the bond market and hurt the people who voted
us in." But that's not all. Progressives fell for the same stuff in 2000 and then again in
2004, when anti-war Democrats voted in droves for a candidate who had no intention to
end the war -- who, rather, believed Bush was doing "too little" in the war on terror -. · and lost both the election and the muscle of the peace movement.
·
It seems that pretty words do not make pretty Presidents. Advisers and
financiers are the best indicators of the tone and direction of a future Presidency, and
Obama's are sending clear signals that things will be busiriess as usual after election day.
Bewilderingly, Obama plans to solve.the nation's problems by recycling the
· architects of its moral and economic decline: Madeleine Albright, advocate of unilateral
aggression against Iraq, who said that U.S. sanctions that killed 500,000 Iraqi children
were "worth it"; Warren Christopher, who refused to use the word genocide duringJhe
Rwanda crisis because the U.S. had no "strategic interests" there; Lee Hamilton, who
stopped the Iran Contra investig::ition before it could lead to the impeachment of Reagan;
Robert Gates, Saddam Hussein's chief weapons supplier and author of violent
intervention schemes in Libya and Nicaragua; and Jason Furman, who favors
a decrease of corporate taxes, partial privatization of Social. Security and the so'
called Wal-Mart modelof"prosperity."
See Nader, page 3. .
.
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California Healthcare
Good Law vs. Bad Law
By Caroline Bolton, Staff Writer

California has often led the ·country by passing progressive and liberal
policies. It's of no surprise that two health policy bills passed within the past three
months are the first of their kind in the nation. Both are aimed at creating a healthier
future for Californians but the way they go about their promotion of change is
very different: one bill is sound policy but the other bill is problematic as it denies
Californians a right to choose a health provider.
Senate Bill 1420, illtroduced by Senator Padilla and Senator Migden,
affects all restaurants with 20 or more locations within the state. Starting July 1,
2009 these restaurants will have to provide pamphlets containing nutritional and
caloric information for all of their_ menu items .. On January 1, 2011, menus at these
restaurants will have to include the number of calories and grams of saturated fat for
each item on the menu.
Assembly Bill 97, ·introduced by Assemblyman Mendoza, prohibits all food
facilities from using oils, margarines, and shortenings with more than a half gram of
trans fats per serving. This law goes into effect January 1, 2010 and restaurants who
do not comply with these standards could face fines up to $1,000.
It is excellent •that California wants to lead the country in fighting the
obesity epidemic with these two bills. While SB 1420 will provide the consumer
with information so that they can make an informed decision on their eating habits,
AB 97 takes away the decision entirely. The freedom of information has always been
o(great importance to Americans and the California consumer has a right to know
what they ate putting into their bodies when they go out to eat at a restaurant. This
freedom 'to make an infonned choice is the same underlying principle that requires
nutrition labels placed on food items and products ingrocery stores.
Nutritional information gives Californians the knowledge necessary to make an
informed decision on what to buy at the grocery store for that evening's dinner, or
what to order at a restaurant. Simply put, this freedom to choose is taken away in
AB 97. Virtually everyone knows that smoking is bad for you and cigarette packages
inform you of the dangers of smoking. But Americans still have the choice to smoke,
and SB ~-420 follows this logic. Californians will be informed of how caloric and
fattening restaurant menu items are but they will still have the choice to eat these
unhealthy items. Under AB 97, there isn't this choice to eat trans fats food items.
Efforts to fight obesity should surely be applauded. It is vital that we have
the choice to make smart eating habits. People can become vegetarians, eliminate
carbonated beverages from their diet, or reduce their intake of simple carbohydrates.
These are all suggestions to improve one's diet. But they are not required by the
government. It is not the government's job to tell us what we can and cannot eat.
Eating three slices of pepperoni. pizza isn't healthy, but Americans have the choice to
eat that if they would like to do so.
In addition to requiring calorie contenton menus, California should continue
to create effective programs that provide health and food information and encourage
healthy eating and lifestyle habits. This way, when offered the choice between fried
chicken and fries or a turkey sandwich on whole wheat, an educated decision can be
made. Hopefully, with the knowledge gained from these programs, the individual
will chose the sandwich over the deep fried meal. But it is the option and the freedom
to ch.oose (to o;der fried chicken in this case) that Americans have celebrated as one
of this country s greatest freedoms.
.
. The government_has started with trans fats, but where will it go from here?
Will the government contmue to regulate what we eat? Will we one day be rationed
as to how much chocolate we can consume like in George
EDITOR~I COMMENT..... ~ .......................2 Orwell's 1984? It seems far-fetched, but once we start_
. OOT
·
with a type of fat, where does the regulation end?
M
.
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Einory
Teain Sets
Relllarkable
Tone for USD's
Appellate Moot
Court Board
By Matt Ichinose, Staff Writer

Congratulations are in order for Ben Shiftan, Megan
Donohue, Peter Stockberger, and Nicole King, as .
they are back from competing in the Emory Civil
Rights and Liberties National Appellate Moot Court
Tournament. Megan and Ben took second place out of
24 teams, and Megan won Best Oral Advocate for the
whole tournament. This is a remarkable feat for USD's
appellate moot court board, and is setting the bar very
high for the rest of the national team competitors for
the year. Andrew Haden, the former McLennon Honors
Competition winner and now clerk for the Hon. Judge
Whelan, coached the Emory competitors for weeks
leading up to their tournament. . He also flew with the
competitors to Emory to provide key support as they
marched through the argument rounds, and kept the
rest of the board up to date via text messages. A special
thanks is owed to Andrew for a superb coaching job.
Additionally, a special thanks to all the .guest judges,
such as Professor Panikowski and Hasmik Badalian,
who sat in as guest judges to help prepare the teams for
tough questions from the bench.

USD
Endownient
Plan Conflict
Resolved
By Maf!hall Skaletsky, Staff Writer

USD . Endowment Growth Plan Conflict
Resolved by Marshall Skaletsky
As we are all probably aware by now, the
USD Endowment Growth Plan has been siphoning
approximately 6% of our individual law school tuition to
the University of San Diego's general endowment. This
process has been in effect since 2003 and was to continue
for a minimum period of 10 years.
The initial concept was developed with good
intentions, but the general sense around the law school
has been that the current budgetary, tuition and ranking
concerns have altered the landscape since that time.
Considering that our law school tuition has already
neared the dreaded $40,000 mark, it was imperative that
immediate actions were taken to stem the tides. With
that in mind, the SBA took the initiative over the past six
months to address the concerns of the student body.
First, we passed "Resolution C" in the SBA
Council to express our serious discontent to the Board of
Trustees regarding the forced, endowment contributions.
In that resolution, we articulated our unified desires to
.eliminate the endowment growth plan for the law school
so the funds could be better used for our immediate
benefit.
Following our resolution, the law faculty took
the unprecedented step to pass their own resolution
regarding the situation. They expressed their own
thoughts that the endowment growth plan, as currently
constructed, should be altered to keep the law school at a
competitive advantage.over competitors. Dean Cole was
influential in moving this initiative along and presenting
the joint resolutions to the USD central administration
and the University Senate. From the student's side, many student leaders

worked with me in furthering our ·goal. The SBA
Executive Board worked behind the scenes to
properly shed light on our concerns to the decisionSee Endowment, page 5

EDITOR':f COMMENT
-

Hello everyone,
We have lots of election coverage this issue, as the
big day quickly approaches. We tried to get a few different
perspectives this time around. If you want to get away from
the serious side ofthings, I invite you to take a look at our
interview with Playboy's Miss June 2008. It's completely
random, but we thought it'd be entertaining. (You never
know what profession your college roommates will end up
in.)
Also, readers can now access Motions online at
www.usdmotions.blogspot.com, so feel free to read it online
and submit online comments.
Enjoy!
Jenn Chou
Editor-in-chief
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Fr.om Nader, page 1

Unlike average Americans, corporations don't
have to hope for change. They can buy it, as long as
the public remains too distracted by false promises to
demand the real stuff. But we don't have to simply hope
for change either. If we did nothing more than vote our
own interests, we could win.
Will we vote in our interests, or will we refuse
the easiest means to revolution -- the balloebox -because we don't know if others will join us?
Change has never been certain; it has always
been a fight. We can start now, or we can defer yet again,
but the difference will be the difference between real
change and the chump change we'll get from selling the
movement to buy the machine.

Nader-,
Go Away

By Peter Stockburger, Staff Writer
As you can probably tell by the title of this
article, I am not a supporter. of Ralph Nader. In my
opinion, he is not a viable political alternative. Ralph
Nader is nothing more than the national manifestation
of growing frustration with a non-responsive political
machinery. He is Ron Paul. He is Pat Buchanan. He is
the natural byproduct of a media-driven, issue-deprived
political institution.
Ralph Nader does not offer
solutions; he simply holds up a mirror. He has time and
time again soiled the political outcomes in this country.
without raising the political discourse.
In 2000, Ralph Nader first exhibited the
poisonous effect he has on the political process. Nader
has explained that he ran in 2000 because the second ·
Clinton Administration was unwilling to hear his
public interest issues. He actively campaigned against
the "corporate-dominated political pa_rties," dubbing
the two candidates (Gore and Bush} "Tweedledee and
Tweedledum." In the end, Nader received 2.74 % of
the popular vote, missing the 5% needed to qualify the
Green Party for federally distributed. public funding in
the next election.
Nader's actual influence in the 2000 election is
more controversial. While there is no general consensus
on his impact on the outcome of the election, there is
some evidence to suggest he tipped the election in favor
of Bush. Nader's votes in New Hampshire and Florida
greatly exceeded the difference in votes between Gore
and Bush.
Exit polls showed that in each state, Nader's
supporters choose Gore over Bush by a large margin,
well outside the margin of error. Because winning
either state would have given Gore the presidency, many
believe Nader was the sole cause of George W. Bush
winning the election in 2000 ..
In 2004, Ralph Nader announced he would
not seek the Green Party's nomination, but did not rule
out running as an independent candidate. Early on in
the campaign, Nader met with John Kerry to discuss
winning the support of Nader's voters. He provided
Kerry with more than 20 pages of issttes he felt were
important for John Kerry to address in the election.
These issues covered everything from the environment,
healthcare, tax reform, corporate crime and campaign
finance reform.. After Kerry failed to adopt any of
Nader's positions on the issues, Nader announced in
February 2004 that he would indeed run as president,
saying "[t]here's too much power and wealth in too
few hands." Nader's 2004 campaign ran on a platform
consistent with the Green Party.
In the end, however, Nader received .38% of
the popular vote. It was eventually revealed that he
received money donated by Republicans who were
well-known Bush supporters, such as billionaire Richard
Egan. So much for pure intentions. According to the
San Francisco Chronicle, Nader defended his keeping of
the donations by saying that wealthy contributors "are ·
human beings too."
On February 24, 2008, Nader announced his
2008 presidential bid on Meet the Press. Four days
later he named Matt Gonzalez as his running mate.
History repeats itself. Ralph Nader is an egomaniac.
His political aspirations have become a caricature of
themselves. A legitimate third party in this political
climate is ultimately a diversion rather than a legitimate
alternative. We do not have a disciplined electorate.
We do not have a populous interested in issues and
debate. What we have iJJ this country is a media-driven,
sound-bite political system only designed to handle two
political parties. A third party candidate such as Raiph
Nader, who really doesn't offer any political charisma,
just clogs the system._
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All the Questions You Ever
Wanted To Ask a .Playboy Bunny. • •
Jennifer Chou and Matt Ichinose speak with Playboy's Miss June 2008

Name: Juliette Rose Frette
Age: 24
Birthday: Cf?ristmas Day"

fight for?

MATT: What was your major at UCLA?
JULIETTE: Women's Studies and Environmental Studies,
with a concentration in history and mythology.
MATT: Who is your favorite Greek goddess and why?
JULIETTE: Well, all those Greek goddesses are patriarchal
recreations of that culture. They are all sort of demoted,
even Hera, the queen of the gods. Hera was raped by,
Zeus! If a goddess can be raped, what does it say about the
culture? I would say my favorite is Aphrodite because she
is an autonomous woman, the goddess of sex and love, and
· no one controls her. One version of the myth of Aphrodite
is that she came before all the other gods, and .that the
Aphrodite figure was the original figure oflife. She is like
a Gaea figure, but more sexual.

JULIBTTE: It
would be great
to see them
fight for social
justice, social
equality, fight
corporations
that
are
_abusing
the
environment,
make
sure
people are held
responsible for
the things that
they do wrong,
and· I would
like
lawyers
to focus on the environment. If I was a lawyer, I would
probably be fighting for social justice

JENN: What's your current occupation?
JULIETTE: A lot of different things. Mainly, I am a writer
and promoter, and obviously, Miss June 2008. I am writing
MATT: What is the hardest part about being better
a book on Playboy and feminism which is an expansion of
looking than the general population of LA?
my honors thesis from college. I also write for White Hot
Magazine of Contemporary Art, and Lit & Music Review . . JULIETTE: Here's a big secret- I'm actually not. Jenn
has seen me wake up in the morning. Lots of women are
My major source ofincome is from promoting forPlaybpy,
good looking when they dress up, put on makeup, and
traveling around the country and doing events. Most of my
make an effort to work out and take care of themselves.
Playboy work is PR now, and doesn't necessarily have to
But I would not say I stand out. IfI were walking down
do with modeling.
the street, I don't think anyone would run into a pole or
MATT: How does Playboy fit in with your Women's
anything. It doesn't really affect me. I al.so don't send out
Studies major?
a come-hither kind of energy.
JULIETTE: There are pros and cons. I had to analyze my
perspective using everyone else's and my own opinions, . JENN: What's your favorite lawyer book/movie?
JULIETTE: I liked A Time to Kill. Because a lot of us
and since then, I have revised my opinion even more. I
who are against death penalty could kind of see the other
have really enjoyed working with Playboy. Being able
side for the duration of the movie. Liar Liar is a good .
to work. with them in a greater capacity. gives me better
one, also.
material to write about and more information and authority
on my topic, so I can now write a much better book than I
MATT: If you were a lawyer, would you practice civil or
could i!I had stopped working with Playboy'. My book is
criminal law?
going
to ]:)e a lot less academic
.
. though.
JULIETTE: Well I'd have to focus more on the
environment and social justice, as fun as going after
MATT: So-Cal or Nor-Cal?
rapists and sexual predators would be.
JULIETTE: My chosen care.er passion has no relevance
to where I live, so I live where I want. Most of my adult
JENN: Who are you voting for in November?
life was in southern California, I like both but I appreciate
JULIETTE: I am voting for Obama.
the energy in northern California because the people are
different, and there are more trees. I am very familiar with
MATT: Please complete this sentence: "I fought the law
it as well, butT do miss Los Angeles and go there every
now and then.
JULIETTE: Uhhh ... And the law won???? ·
JENN: Do you think lawyers are sexy?
JULIETTE: Are lawyers sexy? That has not occurred to
me ... Sexiness is individual. You can be a sexy garbage
man if you have the right stuff. But what makes a sexy
lawyer might be to violate the stereotypes of lawyers
- like bloodsucking, lying types, which of course isn't
necessarily true. But a lawyer with ethics and who is
·articulate and thoughtful and introspective - those are
great steps along the path to sexiness.

MATT: How many bunnies are your friends? Who's your
favorite on the show? (The Girls Next Door)
JULIETTE: I am pretty good friends with Holly. I
like all of them, but Holly was .instrumental in getting
me started as a Playmate, and having my art and article
being featured. She is a talented person, and is on top of
her game. All those ladies are pretty smart and violate
the stereotypes, even though on TV, you might think
otherwise.

MATT: Any run-ins with the law?
JULIETTE: Well my boyfriend is going to be a deputy
sheriff, so I will be having many run-ins with the law. But
other than that, I really haven't violated any laws to my
knowledge. Being naked on the beach - but I'm pretty
sure those were nude beaches. Considering millions of
people have seen me n~ked, I've been pretty good.

MATT: Any message you want to give to the USD Law
student body?
JULIETTE: Be honest and have integrity, and you'll
never fail in the great scheme of things, even if you lose
your case!

JENN: What are some changes you'd like to see lawyers

Read more about Miss June and view her writings and
paintings at Juliettefrette.com

Keep It Siniple, Stupid - Prop D
By Austin Evans, Staff Writer

Lewis Black says we should elect a President like
so: "to make it simple and cheap ... American Idol, when
they vote and there's a winner, the winner is immediately
blindfolded. A map of the United States is put in front of
them, and they're given a dart and they throw it. Wherever
it hits, that is where we have the monkey, and we put him
on a plane and we fly him. And he goes to the spot that's
on the map and we put a parachute on him and push the
little fucker out. And then he hits the ground and starts
walking around and whosever hand he grabs first, that will
be the President." Proposition n essentially follows this
logic when redrawing our legislative boundaries.
Currently, the legislature and governor draw
these lines .. Detractors say that this is done solely to keep
the powers that be in power. There are obvious problems

with this, and many perverse examples currently litter the
political landscape.
In 2003, the Texas Legislature undertook the
standard politicized redistricting, although 7 years
before they traditionally should have. The Texas 15th
Congressional District is a shining example of this
redistricting, clumsily diluting political clout from
Democrats to Republicans by drawing a nearly three
hundred miles long north to south border, yet a mere
eleven miles at its narrowest east-west line. This statewide redistricting worked, as the subsequent election
brought six newly minted Republican .House members
from Texas. The courts struck down these mechanics in a
neighboring district, and the oddly-shaped districts are no
longer on the map.
See Prop D, page 6
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American Society for Defense of
Tradition, Family, & Property
By Jennifer Chou, Editor In Chief

Students may have noticed the guys in red
sashes holding signs on the street comer a few weeks ago.
They were from the American Society for the Defense of
Tradition, Family and Property (TFP), based in Spring
Grove, Pennsylvania. They held signs in support of
the traditional. definition of marriage, and elicited both
reactions of support and disgust from passerby. With
Proposition 8 debates and controversy raging, I thought if
would be interesting tQ hear from the TFP.
Can you tell me a little . bit about your
organization? Our organization began in 1973; our goal
is to defend the values of family, tradition and private
property.
What activities is. the organization involved in?
We have a number of activities, centered on defending
these main values. Any time that family values come
under attack, whether by abortion or same-sex marriage,
or things that undermine the stability or sanctity of the
family, we have s9mething to say. We hold regional and
national conferences for families, seminars for college
students, we publish books, have a magazine and a website,
and we also have an outreach among college students with
partiCipation of thousands of college students around the
country. We have associate members in over 700 college
campus. We do not have any members at USD; we were
just visiting that day.
Your pamphlet says that homosexuality is
against "natural law." What does this mean? This
is considered in the perspective in the way. we were
created by God. It is a blueprint that we are all made
with that gives us the ability to discern between right and
wrong, good and evil, and it spans beyond cultures and
nationalities. It is something since the beginning of time
that men have agreed on, something based on the very
nature of man,· for example, murder is wrong, and we
know this. We don't need to teach that it is wrong. These
are things that are basic, like the right to life and the right
to private property.
What about scientific studies showing that there
is a biological basis for homosexuality? This is a fallacy.
The doctor who did research on homosexual brains denies
that there is a biological basis.
Actually, I was referring to recent studies
indicating that each successive son a woman bears.
is slightly more likely to be gay due to the woman's
body building a resistance to male proteins. The fact is
that there are many cases of twins that are biologically
identical, and one may tum out to be homosexual, and
the other not, so that would refute the theory that there is
a gene. Another thing that supports our argument is that
there are people who are at one point homosexual; and
then cease to be. This shows that it is a choice. There are
people who engage in that lifestyle and then abandon it.
They say that it was destructive. For those who engage
in that activity, males homosexuals live an average of 20
years less than the average man. This also indicates that
nature revolts when that kind of activity is acted out.
. What about lesbian couples? I've read that they
tend to have more stable relationships, and are less likely
to have incidents of domestic violence than heterosexual
couples. The aspect of violence is just a corollary to the
issue itself. According to Catholic doctrine, it is a sin;
it cries out to heaven for vengeance, and it is a moral
disorder. Even if research shows that -there might be
something beneficial on the surface, it would not justify
the act itself which is a violation of the law of God and
natural law.' '
Do you have an official stance on Proposition 8
here in California, even though lobbying and legislation
are not your main goals? We work at a grass-roots level
to encourage the culture to reject homosexual activity. We
. try to go deeper than focusing on a specific law, which
may be a topic of conversation right now, but down the
road, we want the culture to have the antibodies that reject
homosexuality and other sins such as abortion, embryonic
research, euthanasia, and assisted suicide. We work more
with ideas, to educate public opinion on these important
issues, because we are not affiliated witl:i any political
party. We don't lobby, and we are a charitable educational
foundation but obviously: we would be happy if California
protected the definition oftraditional marriage.
But if you support the government's role in
making laws on the grounds ofmorality, couldn't it be the
case in thefuture that the government may make moral
laws that are contrary to your agenda? Government
civil laws have to be rooted in something;· they cannot
be enacted on a whim, just because politicians want to
qo something. Civil law has to be rooted in the truth. So

there is no contradiction between moral law of God, and
laws enacted by civil authorities. When civil. authorities
basically act against the order that is established by God,
then we run into trouble.
The Catholic Church teaches a distinction
between church and state. However, the values of our faith
do have impact on our daily lives, and to divorce the two
completely is a recipe for disaster, because you would be
rejecting the truth.

Hearing from USD Students:
Annie Macaleer, President of the USD
Republican Law Society: Prop 8 is not what most people
think. While itdoes protect marriage by making it a union
between a man and a woman, it does no.t prohibit civil
unions between any two citizens. Civil unions can offer the
same legal. protections and. benefits as marriage, and· last
time I checked, both presidential candidates support the
idea Prop 8 purports.
Cassandra Gomez, Motions Assistant Editor:
The Catholic Church I am familiar with no longer employs
fire and brimstone reasoning. It is upsetting to see these
people standing outside of school claiming to represent all
Catholics. Some forget that the church. has a history of .
embracing marginalized people in society; waving a sign
of hate and fear politics stands in total opposition to the
Church and the University.
Nicole Cusack: No on 8!
Meghan Donahue: Prop 8 is a bad idea.
Berkeley study on successive sons' increasing chances of
homosexuality
http://berkeley.edu/news/media/releases/2000/03/03-292000a.html
ABC article on Canadian study on successive sons'
increasing chances.of homosexuality
http://abcnews.go.com/Health/Story?id=2120218&page= l

Boosting Careers
in Criminal Law
By Rosario Santoya, Staff Writer·

For many new students, law school is angst
enough without worrying about employment. However,
the time to secure a job after graduation is now,
during law· school. How? Through networking and
involvement in student activities, a law student makes
important connections with future employers, ensuring
a smooth transition from student to professional.
As Secretary for the Criminal Law Society,
it is my privilege to expose the many opportunities
this Society provides for students, Though it is only
a few weeks into the semester, students have already
come into contact with local attorneys via the very
first meeting and the traditional Fall Student/Attorney
Mixer.
.
A tradition that began in 2006, when the
Criminal Law Society was first reborn, the Annual Fall
Mixer has proven a constant success. Attorneys varying
from criminal defense, both private and government, to
prosecution come together to mingle with students while
enjoying a glass of wine and hors d' oeuvres. During this
time, relationships are built. When two people converse
over a glass of wine, comfortable conversation ensues.
To meet a possible employer under these circumstances
proves a much more relaxed atmosphere than through
an interview. People get to talking, business cards-get
passed around, and connections - no, relationships are
formed. You see, when employers can put a name with
a ·face on a paper; that face gives the paper an edge.
It is no longer a cold document with letters on it; it
is a· person with• goals, aspirations, and a passion for
whatever career path he. or she may have discussed at
the event. This is a person that can be envisioned as an
integral part of an employer's firm.
Other events planned for this semester include
a speaker series featuring exonerated inmates formerly
on death row, a Guantanamo Bay prosecutor, and
another mixer in the spring. Keep watchful eyes on
event calendars, blackboards, and in your student mail
box for more information on these and other events.
Whether it is the Criminal Law Society or
another campus club that has peaked your interest, get
involved. It is the most important step towards securing
your future.
For more information on the Criminal Law Society
e-mail usdels@gmail.com

A Thought on
Proposition 11
By Austin Evans, Staff Writer

Lewis Black says we should elect a President like
so: "to make it simple and cheap... American Idol, when
they vote and there's a winner, the winner is immediately
blindfolded. A map of the United States is put in front of
them, and they're given a dart and they throw it. Wnerever
it hits, that is where we have the monkey, and we put him
on a plane and we fly him. And he goes to the spotthat's
on the map and we put a parachute on him and push the
little fucker out. And then he hits the ground and starts
walking around and whosever hand he grabs first, that
will be the President." Proposition 11 essentially follows
this logic when, redrawing our legislative boundaries.
Currently, the. legislature and governor draw
these lines. Detractors say that this is done solely to keep
the powers that be in power. There are obvious problems
with this, and many perverse examples currently litter the
political landscape.
In 2003, the Texas Legislature undertook the
standard politicized· redistricting, although 7 years
before they traditionally should have .. The Texas 151h
Congressional District is a shining example of this
redistricting, clumsily diluting.. political clout from
Democrats to Republicans by drawing a nearly three
hundred miles long north to south border, yet a mere
eleven miles at its narrowest east-west line. This statewide redistricting worked, as the subsequent election
brought six newly minted Republican House members
from Texas. The courts struck down these mechanics in a
neighboring district, and the oddly-shaped districts are no
longer on the map.
My home state of Wisconsin is no exception
to this form of political art. When Wisconsin lost a
seat due to reapportionment, the nine incumbents had to
reduce their numbers to eight. After one member ran for
governor and then mayor of Milwaukee, the lines fell in
favor of the remaining eight. As of 2004, each member
was fully employed in Congress or City Hall.
While this is a potential problem for
the competitiveness of elections, the problems in
regulating such processes easily come to view after
simple analyses. Assuming each district is equal in
terms of population, questions over what constitutes a
"perfect" redistricting abound. These questions include
preferences over compactness of a district, avoiding the
split of municipa'.lities, maintenance of broadly defined
communities and the voting power of racial minorities.
Each of these present policy questions (read: political
nightmares), and answering these questions leads one to
think of cronyism, fairriess and openness very quickly.
While it may be fairer to have independent
bodies answer these questions, the solutions proposed by
Proposition 11 fail to meet any meaningful resemblance
of sound public policy. While a major question in an
independent body is the selection of its members, the
. methods in Prop 11 are nonsensical.
Here are the mechanics: California registered
voters apply for a spot on the board, provided they
··meet listed requirements such as not being a candidate
nor donating large amounts of money within ten years .
Auditors then magically select 60 people from this list20 Democrats, 20 Republicans and 20 independents-and
legislative leaders can ding people from the list. A lottery
then selects eight commissioners who pick the remaining
seven to make a board of 15, who must agree among
political lines on any district drawn. The initiative does
not mention where the monkey handholding comes in.
While I might appreciate such an .attempt
to improve our election system, this just seems to be
logistically· unnecessary and politically over-killed. I
would like to see maturely appointed members do their
duty to be politically blind and constituent-focused. Until
such a proposal comes forth, Proposition 11 can wait until
these mechanics improve.
· Prop· 11 seems to make as much sense as Lewis
Black's monkey. But at least the monkey parachuting is
relatively simple.
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From Endowment, page 2
makers at USD. A special SBA committee was formed
whereby Chris Sunneier, Todd Headden ,and Jennifer
Cormano were appointed to draft letters, attend meetings
and express opposition to the forced endowment plan.
The dedication that' they demonstrated was
unbelievable. Further, Todd Headden and I attended the
Board of Trustees meeting on September 25th to again
express our thoughts on the matter. To that point, I am
happy to announce that the Board of Trustees decided on
October l st to completely eliminate the forced end,owment
growth plan for the law school. In the future, the funds
will be allocated directly into the law school's working
budget.
The Board of Trustees expressed their confidence
that the modifications will properly reflect keep the law
school at a competitive advantage over competitors.
Dean Cole was influential in movil}g this initiative along
and presenting the joint resolutions to the USD central
administration and the University Senate.
From the student's side, many student leaders
. worked with me in furthering our goal. The SBA
Executive Board worked behind the scenes to properly
shed light on our concerns to the decision-makers at USD.
A special SBA committee was formed whereby Chris
Sunneier, Todd Headden and Jennifer Cormano were
appointed to draft letters, attend meetings and express
opposition to the forced endowment plan.
The dedication ·that they demonstrated was
unbelievable. Further, Todd Headden and I attended the
Board of Trustees meeting on September 2S1h to again
express our thoughts on the matter. To that point, I am
happy to announce that the Board of Trustees decided on
October 1st to completely eliminate the forced endowment
growth plan for the law school. In the future, the funds
will be allocated directly into the law school's working
budget.
The Board of Trustees expressed their confidence
that the modifications will properly reflect the requjred
balance between a University's need·· for a substantial
endowment with the everyday needs of the students and
faculty. I would like tO personally thank the Board of
Trustees for their consideration regarding this matter and
their willingness to make the necessary changes. Also,
special thanks to Dean Cole, the remarkable faculty and
all of the dedicated students who took the initiative to
advance our best institutional interests as one of the top
law schools tn the country. Go Toreros!
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A Weak Excuse-Proposition 8
By Austin Evans, Staff Writer

It is perhaps the worst kind of smoke
and mirrors reasoning in the public arena today..
Opponents to same-sex marriage pretend they're
tolerant, respectful and civil when it comes to denying
the .right of two people in love to marry. Whether it's
interpreting the Bible on one hand or referring to the
downfall of humankind on the _other, opponents of
same-sex marriage hide their hatred of the icky by
masking it with other, more "accepted" excuses for
their beliefs. I am here to say the rest of us are reading
between the lines and noticing these types of arguments
as the hate-filled byproducts of mass homophobia that
they are.
I try not,,}o challenge anyone's beliefs on
religious fronts. As a Christian, I completely believe
in having a personal relationship with God, and as a
citizen, I respect and encourage religious beliefs other
than my own, at least when discussing policy. In fact,
the reason for the separation of church and state isn't
about religious freedom, but rather the necessity to
remove religion from political discussions, in order to
avoid the offensive and passionate.
However, as a Christian, I also feel dutybound to call people out for a disgusting hypocrisy
creeping in our churches and bookshelves. While
I am certainly not claiming to be free of bad wood
on my end, and I hope not to be pointing at others 1
splinters, an alternative view to a closed-minded view
of scripture must be considered.
As I have mentioned before, the God I know
doesn't av:enge; He forgives. He does not hate; He
loves. Some people who call themselves Christians
exhibit a level of hatred toward gays and lesbians,
ranging from the very open and physical beatings and
protesting to the more introvert(.Od homophobia we're
all faced with. This pure hatred, in my opinion, is a
disgrace against the teachings of God through his Son,
Jes.us Christ. Even if one views homosexuality as a sin,
Jesus loved everyone unconditionally, and expected us
to follow His example.
What is even more hypocritical is looking at
the Old Testament for a source of damnation. While
Leviticus 18:22 calls the laying with a man as you
would a woman an abomination, there are plenty of
other things the same Old Testament forbids, including
the hqndling of the skin of a dead pig, working on the
Sabbath and wearing clothes made from more than
one thread. I'd like to note these are things every San
Diego Charger violates when he plays professional
football. I hope everyone else can see this as nothing
more than a selective view of the Bible, and narrowly
reading its teachings to the things that make .one feel
weird inside.
Christianity aside, my new favorite argument
against same-sex marriage is the possibility that this

could simply lead to the downfall of humankind.
Although we heard similar fears when' the supercollider opened in Europe, the planet has yet to be
sucked into a black hole.
The argument focuses on the purpose of marriage,
which contrary to contemporary practice, is not to
last for three to four years and be a bastion of passiveaggressive hostility. Instead, marriage is there to make
, babies and perpetuate the existence of our wonderful
species. Of course, if you let the gays marry, we'll all
tum gay and stop having kids.
This argument is both hilarious and offensive,
all in the same breath. If anyone thinks that marriage is
necessary for the conception of afetus, let Bristol Palin
be the shining example of how untrue that is. This
argument also assumes that. once same-sex marriage
is legal, heterosexuals will end their happy lives
in the straight a11d ·narrow, divorce their spouses of
thirty-some years and start having all the gay sex they
could desire. This really minimizes the importance of
homosexual couples and is erroneously based on the
assumption that same-sex relationships aren't as strong
as heterosexual ones. In my opinion, love is love, and
you have little control of who sweeps· you off your
feet. To think same~sex marriage will incur a spike
in homosexual "conversions" is a pathetic attempt to
understand sexuality.
This argument also flows to the offensive,
and this comes from me personally. At a recent panel
on same-sex marriage, I was told that you must have
a mother and a father to be normal. Not only is this
an insult as to how I was raised, but also toward my
single mother who raised me. No family is alike,
and to think mine is anything less than others simply
because my parents couldn't stay together infuriates
me. If anything, my family proved stronger than others"'-for having to persevere over .these challenges. Our
government needs to be in the business of supporting
all families across the country, not trying to shape them
into what old, fat, white men think they should be.
Let history- also teach us a lesson. These
arguments are nothing new to us; they represent the
same troubled ideology that kept blacks from the ballot
box and altar tables, and that kept women tucked neatly
under the domination of men. This hatred failed in the
past and will fail in the future, and I personally cannot
wait another generation for these types of policies to
fall.
This is the first time California will write
hatred into its constitution. It cannot happen. Please
. consider how much you value and treasure your own
family, and help defeat this hate-filled proposition from
every reaching the most treasured documentation of
personal rights our state has.

USD Law To Host GITMO. Speaker Panel Nov. 11
The War on Terror effectively began on
September 11, 2001. In early 2002, the detention
center at Guantanamo Bay Naval Base (GITMO) was
established to hold detainees captured during the War
on Terror. The intent of the Bush administration was
to prosecute the detainees as war criminals. To do so,
the President needed an appropriate system of justice.
Per Congress's legislation, the Authorization for Use of
Military Force (AUMF) in 2001, the Detainee Treatment
Act (DTA) of2005, and the Military Commissions Act
(MCA) of 2006, the President obtained a system that
provided great flexibility to the Executive Branch
in carrying out its mission. However, in 2007, the
Supreme Gourt of the United States in Boumediene v.
Bush held that the MCA violated the detainees' rights to
habeas corpus within federal courts. The Court did not
go so .far as to strike down the entire system in which
the detainees were to be adjudicated.
Boumediene was not the first time a detainee
case had come before the Court. In 2004, the Court
held Hamdi v. Rumsfeld that the executive authority
was not enough to hold American citizens without
the protections afforded by the Constitution in regard
to individual liberties. In 2006, the .Court heard the _
·case of Hamdan v. Rumsfeld which held that military
commissions set up by the administration violated both
the Uniform Code of Military Justice and the Geneva
Conventions. With hasty legislation, Congress came to
the rescue of the President and established the MCA,
which was only slightly altered by the Boumediene
decision.

By Doug Wacker, Staff Writer

Each step - executive action, judicial held at GITMO (http://www.defenselink.mil/news/
intervention, legislative enactment, collectively formed . commissions.html). The question is, based on the
what is now the military commissions system being decisions by the Supreme Court and the recent
administered at GITMO today. Before the Boumediene conviction of Hamdan by the military commission,
decision, only. one detainee had been convicted on any what happens now?
charge since the detention center's inception in 2002.
.
On Thursday, November 13, 2008, between
The one conviction was based on a plea agreement 6-8. p.m. at the SOLES Auditorium students can find
made by ·an Australian, David Hicks, who ·pleaded out. Seven student organizations of the University of
guilty to providing material support for terrorism. The San Diego School of Law have coordinated a panel of
commission sentenced him to time served plus nine speakers to address this issue. The event, "Guantanamo
months imprisonment in Australia. He was released in Bay After Boumediene and Hamdan: What Happens
December 2007, just weeks after the Court heard oral Now?" will feature the following people: Captain
. Keith Allred, JAGC, USN, the presiding military
arguments in Boumediene.
Soon after the Boumediene decision the judge of the Hamdan Military Commission; former
military commission of Salim Hamdan, Osama bin Deputy Assistant Secretary for Detainee Affairs,
Laden's driver, began. Hamdan had had his day before Charles "Cully" Stimson; former GITMO Prosecutor,
the Supreme Court, but he then had to face the system Major Kyndra Rotunda, JAGC, USAR; the Defense
of justice which the administration had hoped would Counsel for David Hicks, Major Dan Mori, USMC;
effectively assure justice in the .War on Terror. In and Professor Geoffiey Corn of South Texas College
August 2008, Hamdan .was convicted by a commission of Law; who is a scholar in military law and national
of six military officers for providing material support ·security law· and testified.·as an expert witness during
for terrorism,. while the commission acquitted him · the Hamdan Military Commission.
ori a separate charge of conspiracy. The prosecution
The panel will provide a balanced perspective
requested the maximum sentence of 30 years. The of the GITMO situation and discuss how· military
commission sentenced him to five and a half years, but commissions will be used in the current war and
he was credited withthe 61 months of time previously possibly through the next administration. The event
served. His sentence should be completed in January is sponsored by the Veteran Law Students Association,
2009; however, the administration has stated that it may the · Federalist Society, the American ·Constitution
hold him indefinitely as an enemy combatant so long as Society, the Crjminal Law Society, the International
hostilities are ongoing in the War on Terror.
Lll:w Society, the ·International Human Rights Law
Presently there are charges against 21 detainees Society, and the Pro Bono Legal Advocates.
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Proposition 7 &
10: Unity Never
Felt So Wierd
By Andrew Adams, Assistant Editor
I'm sure you've heard at least a little about
Propositions 7 and 10 in the press. They are the two
"renewable energy" propositions on November's ballot.
But no one can agree whether or not they are actually prorenewable.
To some, Prop 7 is a way to divert tax money to
big solar projects that may or may not actually increase
California's renewable energy consumption; to others, it is
a powerful tool in the fight against global warming.
To some, Prop 10 is just a state bond that will go
straight to T. Boone Pickens, the Texas oil wildcatter who
is one stripper marriage away from being a total cliche; to
others, it will provide incentives to drive hybrids and will
shift energy consumption from foreign oil to the abundant
U.S. supply of natural gas.
But everyone knows that a typical proposition's
text is so loaded and ambiguous that a 19-year-old USD
undergrad driving a Range Rover could get through the
loopholes. If we have. learned nothing else as future
lawyers, we know the devil is in the details. I could lay
out what the text of these propositions actually say, but
neither you nor I actually want to spend more time reading,
interpreting, and understanding legislation -- go to office
hours to do that.
In short, Prop 7 comes from an Arizona
businessman who is going after California state power
contracts and includes provisions to keep out smaller solar
projects that might compete with him.
...
And Prop 10 comes to us from Pickens himself.
fr advocates replacing many large trucks in the state with
renewable energy hybrids (which in political spin means
natural gas-fueled trucks that have no fueling stations
-- natural gas is renewable fuel only in Sacramento and
D.C.).
The actual text is boring and confusing. So let's
dive into the ugliness behind the propositions. Put simply,
Props 7 and 10 have been able to do what God, Allah,
Oprah, and Detective John Kimble could not do: bring
environmentalists and the Chamber of Commerce together.
This is the Raiders and the Chargers ... Newman
and broccoli ... lions lying down with lambs. An oil and
water analogy doesn't even come close to the dislike and
distrust between. these entities. Looking at nothing else,
since Republicans, Democrats, the National Resources
Defense ·Council, the Sierra Club, most serious business
groups, unions, senior groups, every consumer group of
import, and just about everyone who doesn't read at night
by the light of a natural gas flare oppose these propositions,
it makes one think somet~g fishy is going on.
The last time such a unified and disparate defense
came together was Russia and the U.S. in World War IL I
imagine that at strategy meetings, the opponents of Props
7 and 10 employ food tasters to protect themselves against
poison and there are more bodyguards in the room than at
a strip joint where Stephen Jackson and Pacman Jones are
doing a rain dance. Put simply, it takes a lot for each of
these groups to risk credibility and side with the other, so
Props 7 and 10 must have some nasty hidden agenda. It
would have to be something like a proposition opposing
grinding puppies for asphalt or one that would sell La Jolla
to Los Angeles for $25 to bring these guys together.
If you want to know what's in the propositions,
go ahead and read them. But as Joseph Conrad said, "You
shall judge a man by his foes as well as by his friends." In
this case,· the foes represent about 98% of the people and
businesses in California. And when this unholy alliance
gets together, it's best just to get on board, hold on tight,
and enjoy the weirdness.
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State
Sovereignty
Versus R2P
By Mary Elizabeth Grant, Staff Writer & VP
ofIntl. Human Rights Law Society
Armenian genocide -· 1.5 million people killed between
1915 and 1923; Holocaust- 6 million people killed during
World. War II; Cambodian genocide - 2 million people
killed from 1975 to 1979; Rwandan genocide - 800,000
people killed in 90 days in 1994; Bosnian genocide 200,000 people killed between 1992 and 1995; Darfur
genocide - 200, 000 to 400, 000 people killed between 2003
to date.
"'
" .. .If humanitarian intervention is, indeed, an
unacceptable assault on sovereignty, how should we
respond to· a Rwanda, to a Srebrenica -- to gross and
systematic violations of human rights that offend every
precept of our common humanity? .,.Surely no legal
principle -- not even sovereignty -- can ever shield crimes
against humanity ... Armed intervention must always
remain the option of last resort, but in the face of mass
murder, it is an option that cannot be relinquished." We,
The Peoples, 2000 Millennium Report by Kofi Annan.
After the horrors of the Holocaust were
revealed, the international community appeared to vow,
"Never Again". "Never Again" would the international
community allow a genocide to occur. KofiAnn~n, Speech
at Stockholm International Forum, 111212004. Despite the
pledge,· four genocides have been committed since World
War II, resulting in approximately 3.2 million deaths. The
genocide in Darfur continues despite the international
community's awareness of committed atrocities.
Why hasn't the international community taken
more decisive action to prevent these genocides or to stop
them once the systematic killing has begun? Tony Blair
summed up the issue in a speech he gave in Chicago in
1999. He said, "The most pressing foreign policy problem
we face is to identify the circumstances in which we
should get actively involved in other people's conflicts."
In an attempt to reconcile the issues of
intervention versus state sovereignty, the Intemational
Commission on Intervention and · State Sovereignty
(ICISS), ·a task force of a dozen experts on international
law and conflict, published in December, 2001 a 91-page
report entitled The Responsibility to Protect. The report
proposed that while state sovereignty gives states the right
to control their borders and to establish governance over
their citizens without interference from. the international
community, it also creates the responsibility for states to
protect their citizens. The report suggested that if a state
fails to protect its citizens from atrocities like genocide,
ethnic cleansing, crimes against humanity, and war crimes,
the international community bears the responsibility to
protect the state's citizens by preventing, reacting, and
ultimately rebuilding areas affected by mass suffering.
The responsibiFty of prevention is based
on the theory that genocides and other atrocities ·are
planned. Planning consists of implemented stages; such
as classification of citizens into groups--like ethnic or
religious groups, promotion of hatred of the targeted
group through publicized propaganda, dehumanization
of the targeted group, and round up of the targeted group.
The stages that lead to these horrors are discernible, thus
prevention is possible through intervention, such as the
use of negotiations, political pressure, sanctions, and
aid that helps a state establish economic development,
political stability, and an effective judicial system.
The responsibility to react advocates military
intervention when the use preventive measures and
reactive techniques, such as negotiations, political
pressure, and sanctions, fail. In order to determine if
military intervention should be used, six thresholds
must be met. (1) There must be just cause in that crimes
against humanity that "shock the conscience" are being
committed; (2) military intervention must be the last resort
after all other nonviolent means of intervention have been
exhausted; (3) the level of military intervention must be
the least encroachment on state sovereignty as possible;
(4) success of the military intervention must be reasonably
likely and likely to do more good than harm; (5) military
intervention must be used solely to protect citizens and
not for the selfish interests of the interveners; (6) military
intervention should occur with the authority of the United
Nations Security Council or, ifnot granted, then authority
from· the General Assembly or· a coalition of nations as
long as the other thresholds have been met.
The responsibility to rebuild requires the
international community to provide, ·particularly after
a military intervention, the state with assistance with
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recovery, reconstruction and reconciliation, addressing
the causes of the harm the intervention was designed to
halt or avert.
The United Nations publicly adopted the concept
of'Responsibility to Protect in 2005 at the UN Summit
of World Leaders. In 2006, the UN Security Council
adopted Resolution 1674, which said: "Each individual
State has the responsibility to protect its populations
from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes
against humanity... The international community, through
the United Nations, also has the responsibility to use
appropriate diplomatic, humanitarian and other peaceful
means ... to help to protect populations ... In this context,
we are prepared to take collective action... should
peaceful means be inadequate and national authorities
are manifestly failing to protect their populations from
genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes
against humanity." They also agreed that if a state fails
to do so, it is then the responsibility of the international
community to protect that state's population.
The international community has strived
to implement portions of the R2P doctrine such as
peace negotiations to end the genocide in Darfur;
however, the genocide continues in Darfur. The steps
of military intervention and strong sanctions to end the
genocide have been blocked by states who see R2P as
a threat to state sovereignty, in that advocating military
intervention will in the long run lead to abuses and
trumped-up reasons for iilvasion of countries. United
States invasion of Iraq pr~vided ammunition for st~tes
fearing that interest in protecting citizens would translate
to interveners pursuing their own selfish interests at the
expense of the citizens, state and mission.
The responsibility to protect will remain an ideal
until the perception that intervention equals abolishment
of soveriegnty is changed. For this change to occur, clear
guidelines must be established that define in detail the
circumstances requiring international intervention. Those
guidelines must be agreed· upon by the international
community as the universal standard for action. States
must be reassured that only intervention that is backed
by the majority of the international community will
be advocated. Strong sanctions must be. established to
punish unilateral intervention. Until similar steps are
taken, state sovereignty will prevail over human rights.
Article citing from original R2P report at http:
Ilwww.iciss.ca/report-en. asp

From Prop D, page 3
My home state of Wisconsin is no exception
to this form of political ·art. When Wisconsin lost a
·seat due to reapportionment, the nine incumbents had to
reduce their numbers to eight.· After one member ran for
governor and then mayor of Milwaukee, the lines fell in
favor of the remaining eight. As of 2004, each member
was fully employed in Congress or City Hall.
While this is a potential problem for
the competitiveness of elections, the problems in
regulating such processes .easily· come to view after
simple ·analyses. . Assuming each district is equal in
terms of population, questions over what constitutes a
"perfect" redistricting abound. These questions include
preferences over compactness of a district, avoiding the
split of municipalities, maintenance of broadly defined
communities and the voting power of racial minorities.
Each of these present policy questions (read: political
nightmares), and answering these questions leads· one to
think of cronyism, fairness and openness very quickly.
While it may be fairer to have independent
bodies answer these questions, the solutions proposed by
Proposition 11 fail to meet any meaningful resemblance
of sound public policy. While a major question in an
independent body is the selection of its members, the
methods in Prop 11 are nonsensical.
Here are the mechanics: California registered
voters apply for a spot on the board, provided they
meet listed requirements such as not being a candidate
nor donating large amounts of money within ten years.
Auditors then magically select 60 people from this list:--20 Democrats, 20 Republicans and 20 independents-and
legislative leaders can ding people from the list. A lottery
then selects eight commissioners who pick the remaining
seven to make a board of 15, who must agree among
political lines on any district drawn. The initiative does
not mention where the monkey handholding comes in.
. While I might appreciate such an attempt
to improve our election system, this just seems to be
·logistically unnecessary and politically over-killed. I
would like to see maturely appointed members do their
duty to be politically blind and constituent-focused. Until
such a proposal comes forth, Proposition 11 can wait until
these mechanics improve.
Prop 11 s.eems to make· as much sense as Lewis
Black's monkey. But at least the monkey parachuting is
relatively simple.
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me give you some of the facts and figures they threw at
us to put this stuff in perspective ...
Our GDP (total market value of all goods and
services within the country} is the highest in the world.
Our combined household, government, and corpor~te
debt is 3S0% of our GDP. By far, the highest in. the
world.
Due to globalization of capital and the way
these loan packages were repackaged and sold over and
over (until the everyday Joe loan beneficiary had ~o i~ea
who."owhed'' his loan at any given time) the first1nkhng
anything was wrong with the market is when a private
German bank went under due to these defaults.
At the height of these credit default swaps, it
was a $62 trillion dollar market. One of the professors on
the panel explained that the economists took into account
the fact that some people would default on their loans.
The rate of default ... several times what they expected ...
was the catalyst for the crash.
Then Professor Cook came to the stage and
By Kevin Cowan, Staff Writer
asked the question, "is this companies behaving badly,
or a failed business model?". And I waited for the
When I heard we were in a financial crisis, I
answer
because it seemed to me like this was the real
laughed. In my past life, I was a bartender in Chicago. I
questi;n
... but Professor Cook then launched into _a
don't own stocks. I don't follow the Wall Street Journal,
series
of
references from pop culture icons such as Alexis
'1 can't name a company based on its stock symbol, and
de Tocqueville, the preeminent 191h century French
I like it that way. I have come to terms with the fact .
Democratist, and Peter, Paul, and. Mary, those loveable
that even though I am going to practice law, I will never
scamps from the 60's. Once Professo_r Cook real~zed he
be rich. I will have hefty education loans, probably a
was
not at a town meeting for McCam, he explamed to
wife and some kids and a mortgage ... my kids will have
us
what
we have been hearing all along. Economists got
student loans just like I do, and I don't mind at all. You
drunk
on
money and. made poor judgments. The people
can't take it with you when you die, and I am relatively
in
charge
took a very long time to act, and in retrospect,
·
stress-free these days compared to some. .
the
decisions
made look naive and badly handled. He
That being said, the cynic in me is fascinated
seemed
to
be
apologizing
for the "decision makers at all
with the current situation. A bunch of greedy dudes
levels
who
made
human
errors
of judgment."
·
messed up, and now everyone wants to know how '.hey·
This
seems
to
be
the
best
we
can
do.
I
want
did it and what "they" are going to do to fix it. Smee
more accountability than this. I want to see the people
I'm i~ Corporations class, I've been hearing about it
who 'made these decisions lose their money like Joe
a lot. Then I heard there would be a panel with some
Stockholder is losing his. But that isn't going to happen.
economists and professors, and I thought it would be
Long
before Professor Partnoy was on 60 minutes trying
interesting to check it out.
to
explain
economics to the masses in 60 seconds,
When I first heard about the panel on the
the
buyers
and
sellers on Wall Street were shoring up
economic crisis, I wondered where they would hold it. . .I
their
individual
losses, and making sure their corporate
·thought first maybe room 132, and dismissed it as too
veils were bulletproof before· going bankrupt. Now we·
small. I figured they would have it in one of the t~eat_ers
get to pay for their mess by buying up all these failed
or convention rooms ... but they did not. After cuchng
loans.
Why not leave the market be and simply allow
for 15 minutes trying to find parking, I discovered they
these
defaults
to take place, and let the banks with poor
had booked a small room in Olin Hall and expected a
business
practices
go bankrupt, so .the ne~t ge~eration
maximum of 60 people. When I arrived at Olin 229,
of
economists
will
know that there are ram1ficat10ns for
there was an unassuming piece of paper directing me
unadulterated
greed?
next door to Manchester Hall's theater. Manchester
The cynic in me says it's because our
Hall was chaos. I arrived about five minutes late. The
government
and big business are in cah~ots-_ "Hey pal, ·
moderator was trying to speak, and about 200 people · ·
we're
in
a
bit
of a bind ... say, that's a big pile of cash
were still jockeying for position. Every seat was taken,
you
got
there
..
:how about you take these nice pieces
and the aisles were completely blocked with students
of
paper,
and
we
take that pile of cash? Don_'t ':orry,
trying not to sit in the walkway while sitting in the
you
guys
can
buy
back the money at some pomt m the
walkway. Channel 5 news was set up, and I decided the
future
...
and
who
knows?
It might even be worth more
only way I was going to get in this room was to tag along
(snickersnicker).''.
.
·
with them, so when asked; I pretended to be a reporter
''No
·problem
buddy,
you
know
that
pile
of
with them. I think I managed to step on 5 people and
ca~h .. .it came from the same people that put us into this
block the view of 3 or 4 more trying to find somewhere
mess
to begin with. I'd be glad to give itto you.''
to put my backpackdown, set up my·laptop andfindan
So that's how the people in charge of our
outlet.
economy
(with no real oversight) messed up and. got
Now settled in, I proceeded to take in whatever
loans
from
the people in charge of bur money (and "".e
it was they were trying to tell me. Much of it was
get
no
real
say in that either), and the benefit to us is
accounting facts and figures involving the now famous
that
all
those
people get to keep theirjobs. Again, I'm
"credit default swap" we have. been hearing so much
no
economist
... someone please tell me I'm wrong.
about.
Please?
Long story short, accountants and economists
The professors are saying that if the banks go,
found out that in order to get more money, you had to
the
individual
goes, and the c01!11try becomes up for sale.
lend money to more people. They looked around and
But
isn't
it
already?
We're up to our ears in foreign
found this large group of people who want houses, but
·
debt,
the
dollar
is
going
out of style, Budweiser is now
who have been deemed too risky to lend to. So, the
beer,
and
we're
still throwing bi~li?ns ~t Iraq
a
Belgian
guys in charge of the big banks (like AIG) created a
an.
oil
pipeline
or whatever it 1s we re up
trying
to
secure
way to lend to these people, then sell these risky loans
to there.
·
·
to someone else, who was then on the hook if they
The scramble for money is as funny as it is
defaulted. Then, as an incentive to buying these risky
insane.
I'mno
economist, and I'm no investor. I'm just a
loans the investment banks and others buying them
guy watching this economic mess from the sidelines. But
up w~re offered "credit default swaps.''. Tues~ credit
it seems to me that for guys making millions of dollars a
default swaps acted like insurance ... basically side bets
year ... not for their businesses mind you .. ,~or themselves
which would allow the buyers of the risky investments
as compensation for running these busmesses ...they
to recoup their losses if the lendees ended up defaulting.
didn't
do a very good job.
_
So, on paper, these investors felt that they j~stgotgreat
I
guess
that's
where
we're
at.
Everyone
So
investmentswith big returns with no REAL HSk, because
wants ·to get rich without taking risks, but when the
they were insured. Until people started defaulting.
bubble
bursts, it's the rest ofus paying for it. Just ONCE,
Then they realized that credit default swaps are
can
we
have one of these Wall Street fat cats fall without
unregulated ... meaning there were no laws mandating
a financial parachute? Or maybe an.Emon exec can live
capital reserves be· set· aside to pay people when thes_e
through trial without having a heart attack? You know
swaps were "triggered" like there would have been if
what? I want to see Dan Akroyd paying Eddie Murphy
they were actual honest to god "insurance policies.'' So
a dollar while Randolph cooks a can of beans over a
began the housing market crash.
· ·.· ·.
.
garbage can in Manhattan. (Too young for Trading
This is all background. You didn't have to be
Come on everybody, it's a witch hunt! .
.
Places?)
at the crisis "debate;' (which'was more like an apology
· Now,· I still have yet to see any repercuss10ns m
session and economics class than any kind of debate)
my personal life. I don't own real estate. I don'thave
to know any of this .. .if you have been watching any
credit cards, my car is paid off, I rent my apartment ... the
channel but Fox News, you know this stuff already.. Let
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on y e
ave 1s sc oo -re ate
e o
. as
occurred to me, however, that since I am attendmg
USD using private education loans, that· come next
_year, there may not be any money left for me. What
tfl.en?
Well, I have ple~ty of fun living on a
shoestring. Ask any old person, and they'll tell_ ~ou
some of their best memories were from college, hvmg
on the cheap. Being poor isn't the end of the world,
especially if we're all poor. And hey, I'll be the besteducated bartender at the cabana. At least I know how
to make a killer margarita. It's all in the juice. See you
there. I'll be the guy still smiling.
·

Interview with a
San Diego Law
Review Writer
By Ashley Hirano, Staff Writer
.

.

Welcome to the San Diego Law Review
Interview Series! For the next few issues in Motions,
we get the chance to pick the brains ofUSD law students
whose comments are being published in San Diego
Law Review and other journals around the country.
Today, I have the pleasure of introducing
you to Paul Jonna, a San Diego .native published
in this upcoming issue of SDLR Volume 46.. ~aul,
a USC grad ·originally hailing from San Diego,
wrote his comment: In Search of Market Discipline:
The Case for Indirect Hedge Fund Regulation.
Paui, why did you pick the comment topic
that you did?
_
.
When I was deciding what topic to wnte
on. last year, the subprime mortgage crisis was well
underway. I've generally been interested in the
financial markets, so I kept up with the situatio~ and
came across some news articles arguing that CDO's (the
securities essentially comprised of subprime mortgage
loans) were being. developed in large part so he~ge
funds would have high yield debt to buy. I was takmg
Corporations with Professor Partnoy and Securities
Regulation with Professor Krause, and both profes~ors
had discussed hedge funds and their lack of oversight
and regulation in the first few weeks of class. They
both also went 1nto some detail explaining the nuances
of the subprime mortgage collapse. So, I started
explbring the role of hedge funds in the subprimemess.
and began to think of creative ways to regulate them.
What would you say is the best part about
being a published comment author?
.
.
It's an incredible feeling to know that my article
will be available in every law library and may eventually
have a meaningful impact on the law. ·I picked a topic in
an area oflaw that I'm truly interested in and became an
expert in the area, so it feels good to know that my article
may potentially contribute to the existing b_ody of law.
How would you describe your life as a
student author?
I just got married this past July, to an amazing
woman -~ my wife Rena. We recently bought a house
and plan on starting a family soon. It lo~~s li~~ I'l~ be
starting my career in corporate and secunt1es ht1gat10n.
While I discovered a lot about. ]>aul, the
author, I also got to learn about Paul, the man ...
- The Padres have turned Paul off to baseball,
so he's kept busy watching USC football, the Chargers,
and the Lakers.
·
The best five movies ever made according
to Paul? Gladiator, Blow, Braveheart, Shawshank
Redemption, and Scarface.
... Paul cannot remember his biggest nerd
moment (does that mean there are a lot of them?)
Lastthoughts Paul?
I'd encourage everyone to write a scholarly
law article one day. It's a rewarding task and anyone
can do it ifthey put in the time.
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.there would potentially be an even greater Democratic
majority in both houses and the current first and third most
liberal members of the Senate now in the White House.
It would open the flood gates not only to the hundreds
of billions in spending that Obama has proposed but aJso
every pet program that Democrats have been.chomping at
the bit to pass. This would mean a combination of higher
taxes, higher deficits, or both, and their negative impact
on an already fragile economy. Higher taxes and. more
regulations will in tum make our goods less competitive
overseas, leading to more protectionist .pressure at
home. This protectionism will further weaken the global
economy and erode much of the .goodwill that Obama
currently enjoys overseas,
A filibuster~proof Democratic Senate majority
would allow Obama to fill the federal judiciary with leftwingjudicial activists with life tenure, including possibly
three
Supreme Court Justices: These appointments are
By Eric Carter, Staff Writer
especially
important because their "living constitution"
In the .last issue, I summarized some of the
doctrine
essentially
allows justices to constitutionalize
main arguments for choosing John McCain over Barack
their
policy
preferences,
requiring either the overturning
Obama this November. Now that Democrats are expecting
of
precedent·
by
a
new
Court
or the difficult process of
to gain 17-21 seats in the House and are even within
amending
the
Constitution
to
reverse
them. In particular,
striking distance of a filibuster-proof sixty votes in the
Obama
has
said
he
would
appoint
Justices
like Breyer and
Senate, the case for McCain is even stronger. This is
Ginsburg,
both
of
whom
have
supported
the relatively
because a McCain presidency would offer a change from
new
doctrine
of
"transnational
jurisprudence"
in which
many of the mistakes of the Bush administration without
Justices
can
actually
incorporate
foreign
laws
into
their
throwing the proverbial baby out with the bath water
jurisprudence.
Didn't
we
fight
a
revollltion
to
prevent
by handing the entire government over to a Democratic
Congress checked only by the veto of the. current most unelected.foreign governments from making laws for us?
liberal member of the US Senate (that includes Ted That's not the change we need.
. On the other hand, a McCain presidency would
Kennedy and a self-described Socialist from Vermont).
fi!.Ore
likely resemble the last 6 six years of the Clinton
Let's start by looking at some recent history,
presidency
(hopefully just on the policy front). For those
Bill Clinton was elected in 1992 as the leader. of a new
who
claim
that McCain would be Bush II (or arguably
generation offering "hope" and "change" in response to
ill),
let's
remember
that McCain not only ran a tough race
the perceived weakness of the first Bush administration,
against
Bush
in
2000
but has since been leading the fight
especially in regard to the economy. Once elected, Clinton
against
many
ofBush's
policies. McCain voted against the
jettisoned his promised "middle-class tax cuts" as predicted
a..'1.d
many
of the Republican spending bills,
Bush
tax
cuts
and proposed massive tax increases and a radical takeover
opposed
R,,umsfeld's
mishandling
of the war and called for
of health insurance by the federal government. He was
his
resignation,
co-sponsored
legislation
to combat global
so unpopular by 1994 that. Republicans created negative
warming,
called
for
the
closure
of
Guantanamo
Bay,
ads graphically "morphing" their Democratic opponents
supports
stem
cell
research,
and
opposes
a
constitutional
.
into Clinton and won both houses of Congress. Forced to
amendment
banning
gay
marriage;
This
is
why
he
has
a
work with a Republican Congress, Clinton signed hugely
successful welfare reform legislation and pro-growth · reputation as a maverick who has been able to work so
tax cuts and deregulation that contributed to economic well across the aisle, talked about leaving the Republican
party in 2001, was considered a possible VP choice for
expansion and budget surpluses.
·
Kerry
in 2004, and is now supported by Democrats like
An Obama presidency would resemble the. first
Joe
Lieberman.
In other words, McCain is essentially a
two years of the Clinton administration on stem.Ids, since
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moderately conservative centrist like the,moderately
liberal Clinton, not a Bush clone.
A McCain presidency and an overwhelmingly
:qemocratic congress would likely produce a more
hlimble and multilateral foreign policy, and end the
overly harsh. interrogation techniques. There would
be a real. global effort to combat climate change, a new
"league of democracies" to facilitate cooperation· with
our liberal democratic allies without Russia and China's
UN veto power, less restrictions. on stem cell research,
more support for alternative energy, the expansion
of health insurance coverage, tougher restrictions on
corporate abuse, and a more moderate judiciary. It
would also mean more vetoes of wasteful spending
and the expiration of the Bush tax cuts, both of which
would help reduce the growing federal budget deficit.
As a reform-minded president with a history of taking
courageous stands, McCain, who is too old· to run for
election, may even be willing to give us the "straight
talk" and make the tough choices needed to lead a
bipartisan effort to reform our endangered entitlement
programs. Now that would be the change we need.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4,
2008 IS ELECTION DAY. ,
HERE IS YOUR CHANCE
TO MAKEA DIFFERENCE.
VOTE!.
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